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* Electronic Charge Densities in Semiconductors 

by 

John. P~ Walt~r and Marvin .L. Cohen 

Department of Physics and Inorganic Materials Rese~rch 

Division, University of California and. Lawrence Radiation Laboratory; 

Berkeley, California 94 720 

Abstract 
are calculated 

Electronic charge densities/as a function of position in the unit cell 

for several diamond and zincblende semiconductors using wavefunctions de-

rived from pseudo potential band structure calculations. The. covalent bond-

ing charge is also calculated for these crystals and is plotted against the 

ionicity scales of Phillips and VanVechten and of Pauling. It is sbown that 

an extrapolation to zero covalent bonding charge yields a cFitical value of the 

ionicity which separates 4 ... fold coordinated and 6-fold coordinated diatomic 

crystals. This value is in agreement with the empirical value obtained by 

Phillips and Van Vechten. 

The bonding and chemical nature of se~iconductor~ ·an.d ins.u.lators 1-: 5 

has recently been a focal point of interest for solid state physicists. The 

emphasis6' 7 on bonding is motivated by the belief that a detailed knowledge 

of the distribution of electronic charge in solids will lead to a better under

standing of the physical and chemical properties of these solids. Despite 

the existence of accurate band structure calculations, accurate charge 

* Supported by the National Science Fowu)ation 
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density calculations have not been previously available. We present here 

the results of such calculations forGe, GaAs, ZnSe, a.-Sn, InSb and CdTe 
·• - ' . 

(although space allows only detailed plots for Ge and GaAs). The calculated 
~ . ' ' . . 

charge density distributions are used to compute covalent bonding charges, 

which in turn are used to compute the critical ionicity, f ,which sepa.rates c . 

4-fold coordinated and 6-fold coordinated diatomic crystals .. 

The spatial charge density distribution for valence band n may be 

written 

- I -,2 p (r) = e ~ l/J dk r) · , n . k n, 
( 1) 

. . ...... 
where the summation is over all available states · k in band n. .l/J n, k is 

obtained from empirical pseudopotential band structure calculations8 for 

a'e, GaAs; ZnSe, a..;.sn, InSb, and CdTe. 9 To obtain proper convergence 

for the accurate calculation of charge density distributions, it is necessary 

to expand ljJ k in a basis of approximately 90 plane waves. 10 The waven, 
functions are evalu.ated on a grid of 3360 points in the Brillouin zone. 

-By using Eq. (1), the charge density p (r) is evaluated at over . n 

1600 points in a plane which intersects both atoms in the primitive cell 

(a ( 1, -1, 0) plane). A diagram of the primitive cell and the orientation of 

this plane is shown in the insert in Fig. 1. The charge density is plotted on 

contour maps in units of (e/0), where n = ta 3 is the volume of the primi-

tive cell. 

The results of the calculations are shown in detailed contour maps 

of the total valence charge density (Figs. 1 and 2). The contours are 

t ' / .. ' 
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striking and can be used to describe selected physical properties of crys-

tals to a more general audience. One can definitely see tetrahedral cova-

lent bonding in germanium, where the charge density is concentrated half-

way between the two atoms. Ionic trends in the bonding may be seen by 

comparing the total valence charge density for Ge and GaAs. For GaAs, 

the center of the bonding charge has moved toward the As ion. Another 

trend that is noticeable is that the amount of bonding charge decreases in 

going from Ge to GaAs. Thus the covalent bonding becomes weaker as the 

crystals become more ionic. 

The covalent bonding charge Zb may be calculated as follows: 

(2) 

where Po is the charge density at the outermost close contour of the bond

ing charge density. The mtegr'ation extends over the volume defined by 

this outermost contour. 

For the purposes of our calculations we choose two series of crys-

tals. The first series, composed of Ge, GaAs, and ZnSe, lies in the fourth 

row of the Periodic Table. The second series, composed of. u-Sn, InSb, 

and CdTe, lies in the fifth row of the Periodic J'able. Since spin-orbit 

effects have been neglected in our calculations a:hd since spin-orbit effects 

are relatively large in the second series of crystals, the results for the 

second series are not expected to be as good as for the first series. For 

the crystals of each series the lattice constant is practically the same and 

the ion-cores are identicat The values we calculate for Zb (in ·mits of e) 

3 
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are 0.146 for Ge, 0. 080 for GaAs, 0. 026 for ZnSe, 0.123 for Sn, 0. 091 for 

InSb, and 0. 027 for CdTe. 

Phillips and Van Vechten1' 2 define ionicity fi using homopolar, 

heteropolar and average energy gaps, Eh' C, and Eg, respectively, where 

E 2 = Eh2 + c2• Their ionicity factor f. = c2; E 2 varies between zero g l g 
and one: f. = 0 designates a completely covalent-bonded crystal and f. = 1 · 

l ·1 

designates a completely ionic crystal; The important result is that for 
' 

Phillips' sample2 of 68 binary crystals, the ionicity value f = 0.785 + 0.01 
c -

neatly separates the more covalent crystals of 4-fold coordination (zinc-

blende and wurtzite structures) from the more ionic crystals of 6..;fold coordi

nation (rocksalt structure). As Phillips notes in his review article, 2 this 

critical value of the ionicity f is determined completely empirically. c 

We have attempted to obtain f from our calculation of bonding charge. 
. c 

The idea is' that the atoms in crystals of 4-fold coordination form tetrahedrally-

directed covalent bonds through hybridization of (e.g. (sp 3 ) in Ge) orbitals, 

and that crystals of 6-fold coordination po longer form directed bonds but 

are held together by electrostatic forces. For an homologous series of 

crystals of increasing ionicity, the covalent bonding weakens as the ionic 

bonding becomes stronger. When the amount of charge in the covalent bond 

approaches zero, the configuration of tetrahedrally-directed bonds is no 

longer stable. Consequently, it is reasonable to speculate that a phase trans-

ition to a different crysta.llin8 structure occurs as the covahmt bonding charge 

goes to zero. 

To test this hypothesis we have plotted our calcuJated values of Zb 

versus the ionicity of Phillips and Van Vechten. The points of the series Ge, 
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The points of the series Sn, InSb, and CdTe are also connected using a smooth curve~ 
which when extrapolated gives zero bonding at an ionicity off = 0. 7 9. . ___.! c __________ l_r···---·----···-- _____ .. _________ . ······--·-···· ... ---·· ........ __ c ____ ,..----· 

GaAs, and ZnSe are connected with a smooth curve,jwhich when extrapo- , 

. lated gives zero bonding at an ionicity of f = 0. 78. ~hese two values of 
c 

critical ionicity (fc = 0. 79 and fc = o. 78) should be compared with Phillips' 

empirical value of the critical ionicity, namely, fc = 0. 785 .± 0. 01. 

When the bonding charge Zb is plotted ag·ainst Pauling's ionicity 
. . 

scale, 12 the curve passing through the series Ge, GaAs, and ZnSe gives 

a zero-covalent-bonding ionicity of 0.80, which is the empirically determined 

critical ionicity on pauling's scale. The curve passing through the series 

Srt, InSb, and CdTe gives a criticalJonicity of 0. 6J, which does not agree 

with Pauling's empirical value. For the crystals we have studied it appears 

that the ionicity scale of Phillips andVan Vechten is in better agreement with 

our results than the ionicity scale of Pauling. 

We w~sh to thank Dr. J. C. Phillips, Professor L. M. Falicov and 

Professor C.· Kittel for stimulating discussions and helpful comments. 
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Figure Captions 

. Ffg. 1. Valence ele'ctron density contour map (in units of e per primitive 
l 

-,c) cell) for Ge in the (l, -1,0) plane. The o·:rrentation of the plane (dashed 

lines) with respect to the primitive cell is shown in the inset. The radii 

of the cores for Ge is 0. 20 of the Ge- Ge distance. This radius is that of 

a sphere containing 80% of the outermost shell. of core electrons. 

Fig. 2. Valence electron density contour map (in units of e per primitive 

cell) for GaAs in the (l, -1, 0) plane. See inset of Fig. 1. The core radii 

for Ga and As are 0. 23 and 0. 18 of the Ga-As distance. The radii are 

those of spheres containin<J 80% of the outermost shell of core electrons. 

Fig. 3. Bonding Gharge versus ionicity (Phillips- Van Vechten scale). 

The borrling charge is. in units of e per bond. The calculations do not include 

spin-orbit effects. 
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such contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the 
Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or pro
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